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Cignition Snapshot

School Curriculum & Test Prep
Our program covers curriculum for all K-12 standards, in addition to SAT/ACT
Prep...just tell us what you need!

Finding Your Ideal Match
After identifying your student's specific needs and we match them with the perfect
tutor to personally guide their learning journey.

Providing Quality Insights
We consistently evaluate your student's progress and performance, giving you and
our tutors insights to help them grow and succeed.

Meet Our Tutors  
Not only do our tutors average over a decade of classroom experience, but they also bring a
range of other skills to sessions, such as: experience with learning disabilities, advanced degrees
in education or mathematics, and a number of language capabilities. 

To see who your student(s) might be matched with...check out a few of our Tutor Profiles.

Affordable, Effective Sessions
Your student's first session and evaluation are completely free. Following sessions
start at $30, with volume discounts (up to 33% off) for long term plans.



Tech Requirements

Devices
Chromebooks
Windows
MacOS

Browser Support

Program Integrations
Tutoring is delivered through common A/V platforms your are comfortable with your student
using for virtual instruction, including Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, and Zoom. Application
access must be allowed by the IT administrator. Tutoring can be delivered at-home when devices
and proper broadband are provided.

Collaborative Platforms
Jamboard

Microsoft Whiteboard
Desmos

Fogstone Portal
Peardeck

Tech Support

 

Don’t see an answer to your question? Contact our Technical Support directly at 510-946-7750 or
support@cignition.atlassian.net.

 
Google Chrome

(Preferred)
Safari Microsoft Edge



 
How do I monitor my student’s progress?

FAQs

Would you like additional information?
Contact us at info@cignition.com

Can my student have the same tutor each session?
Yes, Cignition offers plans that allow your student to exclusively work with the same tutor each
session.

How much time will my student spend tutoring each session?

Session length depends on you and your student’s needs. We offer 30, 45, and 60 minute sessions,
once or several times per week.

Can I cancel my plan at any time?

All plans can be changed or canceled at any time with multi-session plan cancellations resulting in a
prorated refund of your remaining session. 

We will provide detailed feedback upon completion of the first session and information on creating a
tutoring plan that works for your student’s needs. After that, you will get regular updates from us on
how they’re doing.

I believe my child might be a bit behind in math/reading. Does it matter if their
current grade placement may not align with their achievement in those subjects?

During the evaluation and first session, Cignition will determine where your child is and the best
place to start, regardless of their current grade level.

How quickly can my student get started with their first session?
Click here and provide a bit of information, and we'll get your free first session and evaluation
started! 

mailto:info@cignition.com

